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A REVIEW ON TROPICAL CYCLONES 

Reviewer 1: -- 

1. The sentence construction should be proper and meaningful in several paragrafs  

 in this article to be modified.  

2. In several sections’ sentences and paragraphs have some space and margin problem, which 

needs to be properly adjusted.  

3. In several sections, sentences have spelling and grammar mistakes, which need to be 

corrected.  

Page No. Actual Suggested 

1 Devastation Devastating 

1 system in different point system from a different point 

1 affecting the human affecting human 

1 Are is 

1 Generates Generate 

1 dies out in land die out in the land 

2 Carribean Caribbean 

2 impact in the structural impact on the structural 

2 Elucidates Elucidate 

3 A detailed analysis on Detailed analysis of 

3 Highest The Highest 

3 cyclone means studying of the cyclones means studying the 

3 predicting track predicting the track 

3 as eye as the eye 

3 Different phenomenon like wind gusts, 

gale 

Different phenomena like wind gusts, a gale 

3 Geostropic geostrophic 

5 details in later detail in a later 

4 and subsequent and the subsequent 

4 in On 

4 by virtue of enthalpy by the enthalpy 

4 Parameters Parameter 

4 of site of the site 

4 towards northwest towards the northwest 

5 of significant of the significant 
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5 Condense Condenses 

5 temperature in high altitude temperatures at high altitudes 

5 in upper in the upper 

5 in atmosphere in the atmosphere 

5 of tropical cyclone of a tropical cyclone 

5 with transport with the transport 

5 as estimation As an estimation 

 

 

 

Comments to Editor :  

After some modification as per the reviewer's comments, the article can be accepted for 

possible publication 
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Reviewer 2: --  

1. The paper should be written properly in JMCMS Journal format.  

2. References and in-text citations are not in JMCMS Journal format. More references 

should be included and sequentially/adequately arranged, as cited in the text.  

3. Authors are advised that the abstract part should be more specific. 

4.  Result and Discussion section should be specific and informative. 

5. All the pictures (graphs of result and discussion section) should be placed properly  

and clearly.  

6. Conflict of interest regarding the article should be mention in the text.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments to Editor :  

This article needs some modification. After some modification, the article can be 

accepted for possible publication. 
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Reviewer 3: --  

1. The Paper should be written in proper JMCMS Journal format.  

2. References and in-text citations are not in JMCMS format. More references should be 

included and sequentially/adequately arranged, as cited in the text.  

3. The abstract part is needed to be modified.  

4. All the pictures should be clear and the resolution should be high. 

5. Conflict of interest regarding the article should be mention in the text.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments to Editor :  

After modifying the said points, the paper can be accepted for possible publication. 
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